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ABSTRACT

The Performance Implications of Planning, Implementation, and Evolution of Market-oriented Strategy by Top Management

By

Jeffrey Ryan Foreman

August 15, 2008

Committee Chair: Dr. Naveen Donthu

Major Department: Marketing

Participating in the growing research stream involving the market orientation-performance relationship, this investigation explores the impact of firms’ planning, implementation, and evolution of market orientation on financial performance. A longitudinal approach is used to capture the formation and evolution of market orientation. Evidence of market orientation as depicted in top management’s stated strategy is assessed through content analysis of 150 SEC filings (S-1s and 10-Ks) of seventy-five initial public offering (IPO) firms. The sample covers companies that went public in the years 2001-2003, and the study spans a six-year period from 2001-2007. Customer and competitor orientation are independent variables tested to predict stock return. Moderator variables of firm size, top-management-team (TMT) heterogeneity, services or manufacturing industry, and industry competitive intensity are tested in a series of regression analyses.

The study involves a unique combination of features in that: 1) the market orientation of top management is captured; 2) the market orientation formation and evolution is captured; 3) secondary archival data is used in the analysis; 4) objective performance measures are utilized; 5) data from multiple industries is analyzed; 6) factors that moderate the market orientation performance relationship are studied.

Contributions of this study are that it: 1) builds on the work of Gebhardt, Carpenter and Sherry (2006) using longitudinal analysis to capture the dynamic nature of the market orientation; 2) establishes evidence of variation of the market orientation across time; 3) examines the division of market orientation as separate constructs of customer and competition; 4) provides insight about important moderators of the relationship; 5) moves literature towards a foundation for a more general theory of market orientation by providing some further evidence of the construct’s relation to financial performance.
Results of regression analysis provide support for customer orientation leading to superior financial performance. Significant moderator variables in this relationship include manufacturing vs. service firms, top-management-team (TMT) heterogeneity, and firm size. Unexpected results are found for competitor orientation and some moderator results are not significant.
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1.1 Research Overview

The impact of market orientation on firm performance has been the subject of extensive research aimed at quantifying the theoretical relationship between the two. Previous research establishes the need for examining the relationship between market orientation and varying measures of business performance (Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Harris 2001). Following the Marketing Science Institute’s call for research exploring marketing’s effects on financial performance in 2002, scholars have established research agendas to quantify how marketing activities contribute to shareholder value (Rust et al. 2004a). As the body of knowledge has endeavored to provide a better understanding of the impact of marketing on firm performance in the form of shareholder value, perspectives on, approaches to, and methods of investigating the topic have evolved, yielding varied results.

Two important perspectives on market orientation are behavioral and cultural. A behavioral perspective involves the firm’s propensity to generate and respond to market intelligence (e.g., Kohli and Jaworski 1990), while a cultural perspective involves the market-oriented norms and values of the firm (e.g., Narver and Slater 1990). Market orientation may be viewed as a continuum (Narver and Slater 1990; Kohli and Jaworski 1990) on which research has not yet addressed the optimal point for given industries or strategic orientations. Therefore, it is important for academic researchers to further advance this topic in the research setting of strategic marketing.
The recent marketing and strategic management research advances our understanding of firm strategy in terms of market orientation. Rust, Lemon, and Zeithamltrategic (2004) provide a strategic framework for comparing marketing strategies to each other in terms of projected financial return while the literature concerning strategic management furthers a better understanding of how firms are able to formulate strategy according to their given strategic orientation (Slater, Olsen, and Hult 2006).

Several studies set the stage for taking new directions in the related research. Luo and Donthu (2006) link marketing activities in the form of marketing communication productivity to stock price, and Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden (2005) conduct a meta-analysis to help summarize the market orientation-performance research. Such research contributes to our understanding of constructs employed as antecedent and outcome variables as well as summarization of results across studies. Additionally, the recent marketing literature establishes market orientation as a dynamic concept that is the outcome of the process of organizational change (Gebhardt, Carpenter, and Sherry 2006).

1.2 The Research Problem

As results have varied in the previous research on this topic, there remains a pressing need for new and innovative studies to help move the body of knowledge towards gaining a more solid perspective. While having a strong market orientation should logically benefit the firm, it is noted here that devotion of the firm to a higher level of market orientation uses up valuable resources and is only appropriate if the costs do not outweigh the benefits (Kohli and Jaworski 1990). Because marketing managers compete with
other departments for resources, there is an increasing imperative to show that devoting organizational resources to the goal of becoming more market-oriented will pay off in the form of shareholder value.

An indication that further research is necessary to answer the questions surrounding the relationship between market orientation and financial performance is that results of prior studies have generally varied depending on factors specific to each study including sampling and data collection factors. While numerous studies show a positive relationship between market orientation and performance (e.g., Deshpande, Farley, and Webster 1993; Jaworski and Kohli 1992; Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Narver and Slater 1990; Slater and Narver 1994; Ruckert 1992; and Matsuno and Mentzer 2000) a number of other studies show a negative and or nonsignificant relationship (e.g., Grewal and Tansuhaj 2001; Han, Kim, and Srivastava 1998; and Siguaw and Honeycutt 1995).

1.2.1 Variations Linked to Industry Context

Previous research indicates that the market orientation-performance relationship may vary by industry. For example, Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden (2005, p. 1), in review of the literature, point out that certain studies (e.g., Agarwal, Erramilli, and Dev 2003; Bhuian 1997; Sandvik and Sandvik 2003) show “nonsignificant or negative effects” for the association between market orientation and performance. Interestingly, these three cited studies are all the result of sampling from the services industry. The researchers discover that when using cost-based and revenue-based performance measures, market orientation leads to increased performance to a greater extent for manufacturing firms.
than it does for service firms. As these examples illustrate, the ability to collect data in multiple industries enables clarification of current perspectives of the market orientation-performance relationship. Additional research is needed to explore how market orientation affects performance based on the industry context.

1.2.2 Variations Linked to Level of Data Acquisition

Results of studies of the market orientation-performance relationship have also varied based on the level of data acquisition. For example, Kohli and Jaworski (1990) collect market-orientation data primarily from mid level managers while, Homburg and Pflesser (2000) collect this data through content analysis of artifacts from business magazines, field interviews of general managers and functional managers, and finally from questionnaires administered to mid level managers. Other varying levels of data acquisition include Siguaw, Brown, and Widing’s (1994) use of a sample consisting of salespeople, Kumar, Subramanian, and Yauger’s (1998) administration of questionnaires to hospital chief administrators, and Gebhardt, Carpenter, and Sherry’s (2006) interviews of employees ranging from CEOs to low-level employees.

Long established as the locus of the firm’s market orientation (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990; Narver and Slater, 1990), top management plays a very important role in the market orientation formation and evolution. Although previous research (e.g., Slater and Narver 1994) collects market orientation data from the top-management team (TMT), none of the current research captures the evolution of market orientation from a top-management perspective.
1.2.3 Imbalance in Methods of Data Acquisition

While most previous research in the area of market orientation employs survey-based approaches to learn about an organization’s market orientation, a limited number of studies (e.g., Noble, Sinha, and Kumar 2002; Gebhardt, Carpenter and Sherry 2006) utilize qualitative techniques to capture the market orientation of the firm and then process the collected qualitative data with quantitative methods. To our knowledge, no studies of the market orientation-performance relationship utilize data collection and analysis that is entirely qualitative. An area of concern in the current literature is that most research utilizes survey-based studies that suffer from low response rates and methods bias. Incorporating studies utilizing qualitative research techniques provides a more balanced perspective to the body of knowledge.

1.2.4 Problems with Temporality of Data

Although Day (1994) stresses the importance of understanding how managers may strive to make their firms more market-oriented, most previous research in this area employs data-collection techniques that are cross-sectional. Such an approach does not capture the process of the initiation, implementation and evolution of market orientation over time as it develops to become an integral part of firm strategy as outlined by Gebhardt, Carpenter, and Sherry (2006). The longitudinal analysis of market orientation in our study helps to capture the dynamic nature of the construct and serves as a building block in the process of developing a foundation for a more general theory of market orientation related to firm performance (see Kohli and Jaworski 1990).
1.3 Research Objective

Based on the research problem outlined above, there are several questions that warrant exploration. Will the expense of utilizing valuable resources for planning and implementation of market orientation pay off in terms of financial performance over time? How may the answer to the first question vary within the contexts of services or manufacturing industries? How may the answer vary by the data collection approach?

In an attempt to answer these questions this study uses a framework grounded in the Resource-Advantage Theory of Competition (Hunt 2002). In the following sections we provide an overview of the study and how it is significant to the current marketing and strategy literature.

1.3.1 Framework for Addressing Research Questions

Because market orientation is considered to be a resource that arguably serves to provide comparative advantage, the framework of the Resource-Advantage Theory of Competition (R-A theory) (Hunt 2002) provides a context for addressing the research questions in the current study. The R-A theory builds on the foundation of the resource-based view (Wernerfelt, 1984) and suggests that establishing comparative advantages in resources leads to competitive advantage and should theoretically lead to the ultimate result of superior financial performance.

1.3.2 Bases of Assessment

The goal of this study is to explore the relationship involving the impact of firms’ relative level of market orientation on performance. In our assessment of market orientation, we
focus on understanding the overarching strategy that top management chooses to employ in the organization, focusing on the level of market orientation that exists therein. Performance is measured with objective indicators based on stock price. The relationship between market orientation and performance is examined using longitudinal, time-series data obtained from secondary sources.

Assessment in the current study involves the level of market orientation depicted in the stated strategy of top management from the time of the initial public offering and continuing as the firm evolves over time. This allows for the capture of evidence of implementation and evolution of level of market orientation that may occur over time. The combined results contribute to the current body of knowledge about whether superior performance is achieved by firms that demonstrate greater market orientation.

Rust et al. (2004a) suggest that it is possible to prove that marketing increases shareholder value. The current study attempts to materialize this notion to find out if variance exists in the levels of top-management emphasis on market orientation of firms competing in given industries and, if variance is found, to test for a relationship with firm performance using objective performance measures. The analysis is conducted on a longitudinal basis to determine whether top-management emphasis on market orientation leads to increased profits for shareholders. A firm’s culture may evolve over time to become more or less market-oriented, or a firm may have a sustained level of market orientation. The current study is unique in that it utilizes a methodology that is capable of capturing this time-sensitive phenomenon.
1.3.3 **Significance of the Study**

The significance of this study lies in the way in which it addresses the current research problem of whether expending the valuable resources involved with developing and maintaining a market orientation will pay off for the firm in terms of financial performance. We investigate potential systematic variation to clarify the market orientation-performance relationship by considering varying industry contexts of manufacturing and service firms. Further significance of the study is found in its unique longitudinal analysis that is needed to understand the planning, implementation and evolution of the market orientation over time.

While previous research (e.g., Slater and Narver 1994) has collected market orientation data from the top-management team (TMT), none of the current research has captured the *evolution* of market orientation from a top-management perspective. The current research captures the dynamic nature of the market orientation-performance relationship and serves as a building block in the potentially developing process of working toward a foundation for a more general theory of market orientation related to firm performance (see Kohli and Jaworski 1990).

In summary, the study involves the following unique combination of features:

1. It captures the market orientation of top management.
2. It captures market-orientation formation and evolution.
3. It uses secondary archival data in the analysis.
4. It utilizes objective performance measures.
5. It analyzes data from multiple industries.
6. It studies factors that moderate the market orientation–performance relationship.

Chapter 2: Literature Review

2.1 Market Orientation

Peter Drucker’s (1954) pioneering assertion that customer satisfaction is most important to the success of the firm is essential to the modern definitions of the marketing concept (see McNamara 1972). Scholars such as Mickitrick (1957), Felton (1959), Barksdale and Darden (1971), who follow Drucker’s lead, further lay the foundation for the current conceptualization of market orientation and the “market driven” organization. Eventually, Webster (1992) establishes that the customer should drive organizational goals while the competition derives its importance to the organization from its inherent importance to the discerning customer. This view mandates that the firm should focus on the needs of its customers while keeping the competition in sight so as to stay ahead in commonly competitive markets (Day 1994; Narver et al. 2004). In addition to customer and competitor orientation, Market orientation also encompasses interfunctional coordination (Narver and Slater 1990; Slater and Narver 1994). Customer orientation is conceptualized as understanding and satisfying customers’ needs and wants; competitor orientation takes into account understanding rivals’ strengths and weaknesses and how they satisfy customers; interfunctional coordination may be simplistically described as utilizing organizational resources to create value (Narver and Slater 1990).
Market orientation has been specifically defined in a variety of ways in the marketing literature. For example, Day (1994) pieces together previous studies conducted by Deshpande, Farley, and Webster (1993), Narver and Slater (1990), and Shapiro (1988), to consolidate the idea that market orientation is a way of understanding and satisfying customers through a combination of putting customers’ interests first, utilizing interfunctional resources to create customer value, and generating and using customer and competitor information (Kohli and Jaworski 1990). Deshpandé and Farley (1996, p. 14) define market orientation as the “set of cross-functional processes and activities directed at creating and satisfying customers through continuous needs-assessment.” Narver and Slater (1990; 1998) define the marketing concept as being a value creating, long-term, and profit-minded focus combined with behaviors of customer orientation, competitor orientation, and interfunctional coordination of the resources of the firm. Furthermore, they provide empirical evidence that marketing efforts have a substantial effect on profitability. Market orientation as defined by Kohli and Jaworski (1990, p. 6) is "the organizationwide generation of market intelligence pertaining to current and future customer needs, dissemination of the intelligence across departments, and organizationwide responsiveness to it." These researchers further describe the market orientation concept as involving generating, disseminating, and responding not only to market intelligence that is directly linked to customer needs but also to external factors that are indirectly linked to customer needs such as competition and regulation. Furthermore, they consider affects on both current and future customer needs. Based on the above conceptualizations, the marketing orientation may be interpreted as a focus on the customer and competition (Noble, Sinha, and Kumar 2002).
2.1.1 Behavioral and Cultural Perspectives

In the marketing literature of the early nineties, several perspectives emerge that combine to makeup the modern concept of market orientation. Narver and Slater (1990) and Kohli and Jaworski (1990) lay the groundwork for the two major paths that researchers follow when examining market orientation: the cultural and the behavioral, respectively. The cultural perspective involves the firm’s norms and values that contribute to market-oriented behavior such as devotion to meeting customers’ needs. This perspective is present in the marketing literature (e.g., Deshpandé, Farley, and Webster 1993; Narver and Slater 1990; Homburg and Pflesser 2000) and the strategy literature (e.g., Sinkula, 1994; Hult, Ketchen and Slater 2005). The behavioral perspective is concerned with how the firm generates, disseminates, and responds to market intelligence about customer needs (e.g., Kohli and Jaworski 1990; Hult, Ketchen and Slater 2005).

In the strategic management literature, Hult, Ketchen and Slater (2005) and Slater, Olson, and Hult (2006) point out that the market-orientation conceptualization of Kohli and Jaworski (1990) has largely been ignored. In the marketing literature, as Dobni and Luffman (2003, p. 578) point out, it is “broadly accepted that a market orientation is a behavioral culture” that is actionable and that “dictates how an organization’s employees think and act.” This conceptualization is the same general concept built upon by Sinkula (1994) in the marketing context of information processing and organizational learning.
Several studies consider both the behavioral and cultural perspectives. For example, Dobni and Luffman (2003) argue that since market orientation is essentially an influence on the way employees think and act, market orientation is generally accepted as a behavioral culture that represents behaviors required for implementing the marketing concept (e.g., Day 1990; Kohli and Jaworski 1990).

According to Homburg and Pflesser (2000), the distinct components that make up a market-oriented organizational culture are shared organizational norms and values and behaviors that exhibit market orientation, as well as artifacts of market orientation (e.g., stories, rituals, and language that have symbolic meaning). These authors employ content analysis to uncover common artifacts of market orientation as well as qualitative research and field interviews in their methodology.

2.1.2 Organizational Learning

Organizational learning involves the firm gaining competitive advantage through innovation by learning about and reacting to the environment in which it operates (Sinkula 1994). The market-sensing and customer-linking capabilities outlined in the strategy literature (Day 1994; Hult and Ketchen 2001) are similar to the organizational learning concepts mentioned above. Previous research suggests that organizational learning and innovation are integral parts that help to explain firm performance from a process approach rather than a descriptive approach (Hurley and Hult 1998).
Implementing a comprehensive change program that combines strategy and TQM can move an organization from being less to more market-oriented through monitoring and improving capabilities, structure, positioning, and targeting with the overtone of customer value (Day 1994). This process involves the basic process of learning that is described as the acquisition, dissemination, interpretation, and storage of knowledge (Huber 1991).

Hult, Ketchen, and Slater (2005) express the view that market orientation sparks employees’ use of needs-based consumer knowledge. They build on the marketing and organizational learning literature that professes that using knowledge to create learning is necessary for the evolution of market orientation (e.g., Menon and Varadarajan 1992). This evolution involves organizational change that often is carried out through the occurrence of events such as political struggles at the organizational level or learning by trial and error (Gebhardt, Carpenter, and Sherry 2006).

This stream of research from an organizational learning perspective builds on the ideas that marketing researchers should focus on both understanding not just what happens but why things happen (Day 1994), as well as broadening research to include market information processing as opposed to limiting research only to market information use (Sinkula 94; Desphande and Webster 1989). Although it may seem intuitive that organizational learning would act to benefit the firm, this is not always the case, especially if resources are being devoted to the cause of organizational learning that could otherwise be utilized for more productive purposes (Sinkula 1994).
2.1.3 Development Process

In addressing the topic of how the firm may actually achieve and sustain a market orientation, Day (1994) finds that there are programs that may assist companies in this area as market orientation continues to evolve with the organization over time. Several pioneering authors concur that market orientation may be thought of as a long-term strategy such that the external environment does not moderate the relationship with the construct and performance (e.g., Slater and Narver 1994; Jaworski and Kohli 1992). When examined from the cultural perspective, market orientation requires both inertia (Noble, Sinha, and Kumar 2002) and maintenance (Gebhardt, Carpenter, and Sherry 2006) to prevail over time with the possible consequence of increased performance.

Gebhardt, Carpenter, and Sherry (2006) take the cultural perspective of market orientation in a research approach that involves the notion of greater market orientation achieved through a sequential process of organizational change based on cultural values that are shared by market-oriented organizations. A major contribution of this research is that its conclusions further the work of those (e.g., Hurley and Hult 1998) who have built on the foundation of Day (1994) to depict market orientation as an evolving process.

Gebhardt, Carpenter, and Sherry’s (2006) research approach encompasses and illuminates the antecedent and consequence approach in the context of organizational change. It sheds light on the dynamic process of organizational change that firms undergo as they become more market-oriented. These researchers point out that previous studies of market-orientation antecedents do not explore what actually initiates the
change process of a firm evolving to exhibit the antecedents. Accordingly, our current study considers the possibility that some firms may move from being more to less market-oriented, and that still others may be relatively more market-oriented from the time of inception and sustain that high level of market orientation throughout their lifecycles.

Gebhardt, Carpenter, and Sherry’s (2006) results indicate that the organizational change process should be conceptualized as occurring in a sequential fashion. The change process can be conceptualized in a simplified form that is demarcated by initiation, transition, and achievement of a market orientation in which the initiation stage is spurred by stakeholders that are owners and/or senior executives who organize coalitions generally comprised of top management that are dedicated to implementing change in response to a recognized threat.

2.1.4 Assessment Scales

Two scales are utilized as a basis in the literature for the bulk of the market orientation research. Narver and Slater (1990), and Kohli, Jaworski, and Kumar (1993) are credited with developing the MARKOR scale, the premiere market-orientation scale upon which most other scales in this area have been based. The MARKOR scale deals with information generation, dissemination, and responsiveness to customer needs. Narver and Slater’s (1990) market-orientation scale (known as MKTOR) has been found to explain more variance in the market orientation-performance relationship (Oczkowski and Farrell, 1998). However, research suggests that neither of these scales should be
used without modification due to factors including low reliability of MARKOR (Pelham and Wilson 1996) and a poorly adjusted measurement model of MKTOR (Oczkowski and Farrell 1998).

Accordingly, additional scales, such as Deshpandé and Farley’s (1996) 10-item market-orientation scale, evolve from the seminal scales described above. For example, Deshpandé, Farley, and Webster (1993) develop a nine-item customer orientation scale and Pelham and Wilson (1996) construct a scale useful for small business performance. The scale developed by Kohli, Jaworski, and Kumar (1993) is the only one to our knowledge that has been used to measure top-management emphasis and interdepartmental conflict.

2.1.5 Organizational Strategy

Previous strategy research (e.g., Schein 1984) suggests that understanding the culture and strategy of the organization is important to accurately understanding organizational performance due to the relationship between corporate culture, strategy, and performance. Thus, an issue pertinent to this study is how market orientation is conceptualized in terms of strategy.

The reported nature of market orientation in terms of organizational strategy has varied in the literature. Some researchers consider market orientation to be a specific strategic orientation (e.g., Slater and Narver 1993; Noble, Sinha, and Kumar 2002), but others interpret it as a separate entity from competitive strategy (e.g., Morgan and Strong 1998).
When interpreted as separate entities, competitive strategy is positioned as an essential organizing focus for market orientation (Ruekert 1992).

Where market orientation fits in the typology of levels of strategy is an important consideration in this area of research. There are three levels of strategy commonly depicted in the strategic management literature. Corporate-level strategy deals with the industry or industries the firm competes in; business-level strategy involves the how firms compete in each of their SBUs; and functional-level strategy is associated with how each of the organization’s functional areas support business and corporate level strategies (Ketchen Jr. 2003). Morgan and Strong (1998) imply that it is probable that the extent of market orientation exhibited by the firm may be a reflection of the strategy pursued.

The three main ways in which researchers examine strategic orientation are the narrative, classificatory, and comparative approaches. The narrative research approach involves qualitative methodologies such as case studies; the classificatory research approach involves taxonomies and typologies of categorization; the comparative research approach utilizes specific traits and dimensions to uncover similarities and differences in strategic orientation (Morgan and Strong 1998).

Previous research examines the possibility of specific strategies influencing the relationship between market orientation and performance (Walker and Ruekert 1987; Matsuno and Mentzer 2000; Dobni and Luffman 2003). This perspective maintains that for strategy to be implemented in an effective manner that leads to firm performance,
managers must not ignore interdependencies between strategy type (e.g., diversification) and existing organizational characteristics (e.g., management of strategic human assets) (Kor and Leblebici 2005).

While some studies show how increasing market orientation can directly increase performance (e.g., Matsuno and Mentzer 2000), others find an indirect link between the two. For example, Dobini and Luffman (2003) find that increasing market orientation can enhance strategy deployments that may in turn enhance performance. Their research examines market orientation as a driver of firm strategy noting Jaworski and Kohli’s (1993) previous consideration of the idea of market orientation working in tandem or joint moderation with other strategic components to drive performance. This insight, along with other research (e.g., Gebhardt, Carpenter, and Sherry 2006), provides yet another piece to the puzzle of how market orientation may increase performance.

2.2 Top-Management-Team (TMT) Strategy and Performance

The top-management team (TMT) can be conceptualized as those upper echelon executives (see Hambrick and Mason 1984), including CEOs, chairmen, presidents, chief operating officers, executive vice presidents, senior vice presidents, vice presidents, etc., who are involved in making important strategic decisions as well as providing guidance and direction for such decision making (Auh and Menguc 2005). Understanding the cognitions and strategic intentions of top management leads to better understanding of the strategic orientation utilized to achieve superior performance based on strategic businesses decisions made by the firm (Slater, Olsen, and Hult 2006). In the following
sections we discuss the marketing and strategy research about the strategic orientation of top management as it pertains to strategy initiation, formation, and implementation.

The mission of the firm is the underlying component of the overall strategic goals of the firm as it helps top management create and maintain unique organizational identity based on defining core values and behaviors (Slater, Olsen, and Hult 2006). Regardless of the mission of the firm, it is the responsibility of top management to formulate a strategic plan that facilitates the building of organizational competence (Prahalad and Hamel 1990) as top management plays a critical role in strategy formation and, in particular, creation of market orientation (Kohli and Jaworski 1990; Narver and Slater 1990; Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden 2005).

2.2.1 TMT Strategy Formation, Initiation, and Implementation

Top management plays a role in strategy formation capability (Slater, Olsen, and Hult 2006) by clarifying the firm’s mission and goals via environmental scanning and organizational analysis, comprehensively evaluating alternatives, and forming strategy in manners ranging from informal and emergent to formal and deliberate. As the locus of the firm’s market orientation, top management’s strategic planning and emphasis in the initiation stage creates the existence of or causes an increase in the level of market orientation (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990; Narver and Slater, 1990).

Collectively guiding and managing employee behaviors within the given competitive context is key to successful strategy implementation for top management (Dobni and
Luffman 2003). While no strategy can be effective without proper implementation, it is intuitive that a firm that chooses the right strategy from the start and then works on how to implement it may be in a better position than the otherwise similar firm that does not start with the best overall strategy and therefore misallocates valuable resources towards less effective strategic concerns.

As previously noted, top management plays a role in strategy formation capability (Slater, Olsen, and Hult 2006). If a strategy that is valuable, rare, and difficult to imitate is achieved by the firm enabling it to increase effectiveness or efficiency, the firm may realize competitive advantage. In this case the process of formulating strategy is in itself an asset that is capable of being valuable, rare (pursued by few or no firms), and difficult to imitate due to causal ambiguity and/or social complexity (Barney 1991; Slater, Olsen, and Hult 2006).

Although a subject of debate in the strategy literature is whether strategies are the result of specific formal planning or whether they emerge as organizations learn about their environments and causes of successes and failures (see Ansoff 1991), the literature generally reports positive relationships between mission/goal institutionalization, situation analysis, comprehensiveness, formal planning, and the outcome variable of performance (Slater, Olsen, and Hult 2006).

Marketing strategies must be implemented successfully if they are expected to result in superior financial returns (Bonoma 1984), and successful implementation of a market-
driven strategy requires that marketing efforts make an impact on customers. This impact should take into account the purchasing behavior of the customer to strengthen and lengthen the relationship between customer and firm. The customer impact should be measurable by assessing how marketing assets such as marketing communications and promotions can lead to customer behaviors which, in turn, lead to increased shareholder wealth (Rust et al. 2004a). On a more tactical level, a profitable marketing strategy involves implementation of the strategic plan into actions such as advertising or other forms of promotion which help formulate “market assets” such as a base of valuable customers or valuable brand name (Rust et al. 2004a).

Implementation of strategy is a difficult challenge for managers (Vorhies and Morgan 2003) that makes possible increased organizational performance as a result of strategic planning and formulation of marketing strategies. Numerous researchers (e.g., Walker and Ruekert 1987; Bonoma 1984) stress the importance of implementation of strategy as the key to better performance induced by superior strategy. Interestingly, these researchers use strategy implementation examples of low-level task strategies (e.g., Noble and Mokwa 1999) and marketing mix decisions (e.g., Menon et al. 1999). For example, Slater Olsen and Hult (2006) find that strategic orientation moderates the strategy formation capability–performance relationship (strategy formation capability involve the firm’s ability to formulate and implement successful strategies). In this case strategic orientation is operationalized with a typology that classifies organizations as being either prospectors, analyzers, differentiated defenders, or low cost defenders based on the Miles and Snow (1978) and Porter (1980) typologies of strategic orientation.
2.2.2 TMT Characteristics and Performance

Although there are numerous difficulties involved when attempting to assess the antecedents of firm performance and findings in this area of research have been equivocal (Murray 1989; Simons 1995; West and Schwenk 1996), several more-recent studies support the theory that top-management factors can lead to firm performance (e.g., Weinzimmer et al. 2003).

As Certo et al. (2006) point out, a theoretical rationale exists that suggests the composition of the TMT is not a substantive factor from which to predict performance in the context of so many extraneous variables including the external environment which theoretically has the predominant influence on performance (e.g., Hannan and Freeman 1977; Aldrich 1979). This view supposes that TMT factors provide a limited influence on performance because they are overwhelmed by a dominant macro-environment. In contrast to these views, the management literature has long suggested there may be a significant and positive link between the nature of the TMT and the outcome of firm performance as well as strategic change (Hambrick and Mason 1984; Eisenhardt and Schoonhoven 1990; Halebian and Finkelstein 1993; Hambrick, Cho, and Chen 1996; Boeker 1997; Weinzimmer et al. 2003).

Certo et al. (2006) summarize past research and show that TMT heterogeneity is conceptualized by demographic characteristics of functional background, educational background (e.g., science, engineering, business and economics, law, etc.), age, and
organizational tenure. Heterogeneity of the TMT is shown to be related positively to performance (e.g., Eisenhardt and Schoonhoven 1990; Hambrick, Cho, and Chen 1996; Smith et al. 1994). In their meta-analysis, Certo et al. (2006) find that the majority of the research points to heterogeneity of the TMT being linked to increased performance.

Although Eisenhardt and Schoonhoven (1990) found that size, shared experience, and heterogeneity in industry experience was consistent with performance in the form of expanding the size of the firm and Halebian and Finkelstein (1993) found that firms with larger TMTs performed better in turbulent environments, to our knowledge there have been few additional studies that support the notion that TMT size leads to superior performance.

Tenure of the TMT is another factor that may affect firm performance. For example, some strategic management literature shows that TMTs that have long-standing tenure in the organization were found to perform relatively in sync with the overall industry while firms with TMTs that were of shorter tenure tend to vary either much higher or much lower in terms of performance. This is explainable due to escalation of commitment and risk aversion and decreased flow of unrestricted information processing that generally accompanies longer tenure of the TMT (Finkelstein and Hambrick 1990).

The demographic heterogeneity of the TMT can theoretically be linked to increased performance as it affords multiple perspectives, for example, through numerous different peer networks, (Williams and O’Reilly 1998) characterized by increased information
when compared to a more homogeneous TMT (Certo et al. 2006; Bantel and Jackson 1989). Increased conflict involved with the strategic decisions of doing business is another characteristic common to the heterogeneous TMT. This phenomenon may actually lead to increased performance as it results in better scrutiny of important decisions (Certo et al. 2006; Pelled, Eisenhardt, and Xin 1999).

Past research demonstrates a link between TMT heterogeneity and firm performance (e.g., Smith et al. 1994). Barsade et al. (2000) find that stock price is positively related to TMT functional heterogeneity and firm stock market returns. Other research studying the airline industry shows that the nature of strategic decisions made by the TMT is affected by their composition in that team heterogeneity (although it reportedly can work for or against the firm) leads to increased performance captured in terms of market share and profits (Hambrick, Cho, and Chen, 1996). Furthermore, in a study sampling the semiconductor industry, Eisenhardt and Schoonhoven (1990) find that TMT size, shared experience, and heterogeneity in industry experience is consistent with performance in the form of expanding the size of the firm. Within the context of high technology entrepreneurial firms, affiliation diversity (meaning the number of previous companies for which the TMT member has worked), as well as functional diversity of prior experiences of top-management teams, may cause one firm to outperform similar firms that have a TMT with fewer company affiliations due to extensive access to information (Beckman, Burton and O'Reilly 2007). However, inconsistent findings in research concerning heterogeneity may suggest that results may not be generalizable across differing samples.
The results of Murray’s (1989) examination of the heterogeneity of the TMT in differing contexts of competitive intensity imply partial support for notion that the homogeneity of the TMT would be preferable during times of intense competition due to efficiencies of interaction and that heterogeneity would be preferable during times of environmental instability and change. Heterogeneous TMTs may be considered more likely to attack the competition in a complex manner that involves short time periods (Ferrier 2001). The nature of complexity in this case involves a wide variety of actions involving the marketing mix as opposed to an attack using less variety in its use of marketing tools.

Certo et al. (2006) find that although some research suggests that the disadvantages of heterogeneous TMTs (e.g., interpersonal conflict, Pelled, Eisenhardt, and Xin 1999) outweigh the advantages, and that homogeneous TMTs have advantages of their own such as increased informal communication (e.g., Smith et al. 1994) and efficient coordination (e.g., Carpenter 2002), the majority of the research points to heterogeneity of the TMT linked to increased performance.

2.3 Antecedents of Market Orientation

According to Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden (2005) and Jaworski and Kohli (1993), the antecedents of market orientation can be categorized into the general categories of top management factors, interdepartmental factors, and organizational systems. In their research, Jaworski and Kohli (1993) suggest that a market orientation is related to antecedents of top management, interdepartmental, and reward system factors. These
antecedents are the basis for the standard three categories of antecedents broadly outlined by Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden (2005) as top-management factors, interdepartmental factors, and organizational systems.

2.3.1 Top Management Factors

Top management plays a key role in the prevalence of market orientation in the firm because this influential group of leaders is largely responsible for developing the strategic orientation and founding principles and values of the firm (Webster 1988). Jaworski and Kohli (1993) purport that top management’s risk aversion is an antecedent to market orientation while research in the management literature suggests that as the organization practices entrepreneurial tactics, performance may be affected by the level of risk taking of the TMT (Zahra 1996; Simsek 2007). While factors such as risk aversion of the top management and the interaction between departments of the company do play a role in affecting the level of market orientation of the firm, the literature suggests that in order for the firm to develop a market orientation, it is crucial that top management influence the business in such a way as to move toward that goal (Kohli and Jaworski 1990). Consequently, the risk aversion of top management will help define the firm’s orientation.

2.3.2 Interdepartmental Factors

Interdepartmental factors of conflict and connectedness are important antecedents to a market orientation involving the level of contact among employees throughout all of the departments in the firm (Jaworski and Kohli 1993). If levels of tension and conflict are
low and people in departments are well-connected and able to communicate effectively and efficiently, the firm will be better suited to utilize the strategic orientation that is emphasized by top management (Jaworski and Kohli 1993).

### 2.3.3 Organizational Systems

Formalization refers to rules and regulatory factors as well as role definitions within the organization and, unlike the previously discussed antecedents, formalization is inversely related to market orientation due to the “red tape” effect that inhibits the free flow of the marketing concepts through the firm (Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden 2005).

Centralization, which takes into account those persons in the organization who are empowered to make organizational decisions, is also inversely related to market orientation. An inverse relationship arises because if few individuals are able to make decisions dissemination of information throughout the firm may be limited. Consequently, information that would have contributed to increased market orientation may not be transmitted nor utilized. (Matsuno, Mentzer, and Ozsomer 2002; Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden 2005).

The remaining category of organizational systems antecedents involves employees in the form of market-based reward systems and market-oriented training (Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden 2005).
2.3.4 Top Management’s Emphasis on Market Orientation

Top management itself may be considered an important resource for sustaining competitive advantage because without the analysis of the manager, the firm’s sustained competitive advantage may not be achieved. Top management factors are an important categorical antecedent of market orientation, because top management will inherently play a role in the nature of interdepartmental relations and organizational systems due to the way in which top-management decisions influence the strategic direction the firm takes.

Top management takes on the responsibility of developing the strategic structure that guides the progression of proficiency in the firm as it grows and develops (Prahalad and Hamel 1990, p. 91). The resource-based view dictates that the firm utilizes sustainable resources that if valuable, rare, imperfectly imitable, and non-substitutable, work to develop sustained competitive advantage. Managers play a very important role in resource utilization because they “are able to understand and describe the economic performance potential of a firm’s endowments” (Barney 1990, p. 117). Furthermore, when firms conduct initial public offerings, the top management involved can affect investor perceptions of organizational legitimacy (Higgins and Gulati 2006); therefore, the top management may itself be considered a valuable resource that is difficult to imitate.

2.4 Outcomes of Market Orientation
Common market orientation outcome variables are organizational performance, customer consequences, innovation consequences, and employee consequences (Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden 2005). Customer consequences include the perceived quality of the firm’s products and or services. Innovation consequences include firms’ innovativeness and ability to create and implement new ideas, products, and processes. Employee consequences include organizational commitment, team spirit, customer orientation, role conflict, and job satisfaction (Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden 2005; Jaworski and Kohli 1993, 1996).

2.4.1 Performance Outcomes

Performance outcomes in the market-orientation research stream are conceptualized in a variety of ways. For example, Kohli and Jaworski (1990) consider return on income and profits to be business performance indicator outcomes of market orientation and customer and employee responses involving satisfaction and commitment to be customer and employee consequences. In contrast, Narver and Slater (1990) used top management’s assessment of return on investment, return on assets, and return on net assets as subjective performance measures relative to competition.

2.4.2 Subjective and Objective Performance Measures

The vast majority of previous literature uses subjective measures of performance when measuring the effect of market orientation or strategy effects on performance (e.g., Pelham and Wilson 1996; Atuahene-Gima and Murray 2004; Gatignon and Xuereb 1997; Gupta and Govindarajan 1982; Matsuno and Mentzher 2000; Narver and Slater 1990;
Noble and Mokwa 1999; Zou and Cavusgil 2002). Additionally, Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden (2005) find that the market orientation–performance relationship is stronger for subjective than for objective measures of performance. Interestingly, Jaworski and Kohli (1993) use both subjective and objective performance measures. They find market orientation related to performance when using subjective performance measures but find it unrelated when using the objective measure of market share.

In an effort to find how market orientation contributes to performance, Hult, Ketchen and Slater, (2005) use managers’ perceptions of performance in their study and examine market orientation from both cultural and information processing viewpoints. However, several studies in the strategy and marketing literature have used objective performance measures. For example, Harris (2001) and Han, Kim and Srivastava (1998) published studies examining the link between market orientation and objective measures of financial performance. However, neither study’s results showed a direct linkage between market orientation and objective performance.

Although managers’ perceptions of otherwise objective performance measures, can effectively indicate realized financial performance (Rust et al. 2004a), there is a superiority that exists when utilizing strictly objective measures of performance (Harris 2001; Dess and Robinson Jr. 1984). Furthermore, firms that view themselves as perceptive to customers and competition may tend to be biased and overstate their performance (Noble, Sinha, and Kumar 2002).
Narver and Slater (1990, p. 27) refer to Dess and Robinson (1984), as well as Pearce, Robbins, and Robinson (1987) as examples to support their proposition that previous results show a “strong correlation between subjective assessments and their objective counterparts.” This justification is valid, although it can be argued that purely objective measures will address many of the limitations of subjective measures of performance.

Bias may exist in subjective performance measures (Leonidou, Katsikeas, and Samiee 2002). In reference to the study often cited as a justification for this approach, Harris (2001) points out that Dess and Robinson (1984, p. 270) state that their study “should not be interpreted to suggest that subjective measures are convenient substitutes for objective measures of a firm's economic performance.” Furthermore, Dess and Robinson (1984) conclude that objective measures of performance are always preferable to subjective performance measures when they are available.

2.4.3 Performance Measures Based on Stock Price

Organizational performance is an outcome variable that is manifest as being cost-based using profit measures such as return-on-assets (e.g., Han, Kim, and Srivastava 1998; Narver and Slater 1990) and revenue-based measures such as sales and market share (e.g., Jaworski and Kohli 1993). These accounting-type measures capture past and present performance but do not show an indication of future performance (Rust et al. 2004a). Additionally, global/overall performance measures such as comparison to company objectives and/or competitors’ performance, are also common in the literature (e.g., Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden 2005).
Measuring return on marketing through the use of stock price based performance measures (e.g., stock return) is a topic of substantial interest in the current marketing literature (e.g., Luo and Donthu 2006). Marketing managers are increasingly looking toward shareholder value as the predominant measure of performance (Day and Fahey 1988) and are actually under pressure to demonstrate that marketing efforts do in fact add to shareholder value (Doyle 2000; Rust et al. 2004a). Consequently, an important challenge for researchers is to provide evidence linking marketing activities to long-term measures of progress (Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Dekimpe and Hanssens 1995; Rust et al. 2004b).

2.5 Mediators Affecting the Market Orientation-Performance Relationship

The voluminous studies of market orientation and performance use widely varying theoretical rationales to explore a variety of mediators. Morgan and Strong (1998) point out that much of the previous research on the market orientation-business performance relationship does not account for possible mediators (Baron and Kenny 1986) such as competitive strategy (Day 1992; Slater and Narver 1996) which is considered a central organizing focal point for market orientation (Ruekert 1992).

Despite such omissions in some of the literature, several important studies do test for mediators in relationships involving market orientation and performance. For example, Hult Ketchen and Slater (2005) demonstrate that responsiveness is a mediator between market orientation and performance. Hawawini, Subramanian, and Verdin (2003) found
that because relatively few firms dominate by adding value over time within an industry, average performers’ performance is affected more by industry-wide factors than firm-specific factors. Furthermore, Han, Kim, and Srivastava (1998) produce results that indicate organizational innovativeness as a result of the firm having high level of customer orientation is a mediator in the market orientation-performance relationship, although when they examined competitor orientation and interfunctional coordination separately, they did not find support for these mediating effects.

In the strategy literature, not only a cultural but also an information-processing dimension of market orientation is considered. This research suggests a “confluence” of the three generally accepted antecedents of market orientation that combine to create a “strategic marketing resource” (Hult, Ketchen and Slater 2005, p. 1174), and it suggests that market orientation should be researched in the context of other performance antecedents using both cultural and information-processing dimensions. Results of this study indicate that neither market orientation nor market information-processing has a direct affect on performance but that both affect responsiveness positively, suggesting the mediation of responsiveness on the relationships between market orientation and market information-processing and between market orientation and performance.

Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden (2005) conducted a meta-analysis that is part of the main foundation of the current research. This meta-analysis has helped to summarize the various mediators involved in the literature. The numerous variables that could mediate the market orientation–performance relationship include customer loyalty, customer
satisfaction, quality, and innovativeness. These researchers found partial mediation of the market orientation–performance relationship using these variables. They also find that market orientation has a direct impact on performance beyond the effects of these mediators.

2.6 Moderators Affecting the Market Orientation-Performance Relationship

There are numerous mixed results in the studies examining environmental moderators of the market orientation-performance relationship. Competitive intensity of the industry is proposed to moderate the relationship between market orientation and performance (e.g., Harris 2001; Slater and Narver 1994), with results suggesting a nonsignificant (e.g., Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Slater and Narver 1994; Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden 2005) as well as a significant (e.g., Grewal and Tansujah 2001; Harris 2001) relationship.

Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden (2005) examine measurement characteristics (cost-based versus revenue-based, objective versus subjective, and single versus multi-item measures of performance) and sampling characteristics (manufacturing versus service firms and cultural context) as moderators of the market orientation–performance relationship across the sum of the pertinent prior literature. These moderators that are prevalent in the literature may explain additional variance of the market orientation and business performance relationship that can be classified as either contextual measurement or sampling characteristic moderators (Cano, Carrillat, and Jaramillo 2004; Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden 2005).
2.6.1 Sampling Characteristic Moderators

Cultural dimensions (i.e., collectivistic versus individualistic cultures) based on profit-versus-not-for-profit categorization and services-versus-manufacturing firm type are considered as possible sample-related moderators of the market orientation performance relationship (Cano, Carrillat, and Jaramillo 2004; Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden 2005).

Most studies where a negative or nonsignificant relationship is found sample from the service industry, collect sample data in high-power distance countries, and measure objective performance. Additionally, the market orientation–performance relationship is found to be stronger for manufacturing firms than for service firms (Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden 2005). According to previous literature (e.g., Anderson, Fornell, and Rust 1997), service firms tend to target smaller segments, and thus, they generally require greater levels of customization to implement market orientation. This may negatively impact sales and market share outcomes as well as employee costs and production efficiency in comparison to manufacturing firms. As mentioned previously, based on the Miles and Snow (1978) and Porter (1980) typologies of strategic orientation, Slater Olsen and Hult (2006) find that strategic orientation moderates the strategy formation capability-performance relationship.

Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden (2005) highlight Hofstede’s (2001) national culture dimensions as previously established moderators of the relationship between market
orientation and business performance. These moderators include power distance, uncertainty avoidance, individualism, masculinity, and long-term orientation.

The strategic management literature provides support for the idea that firm-specific factors are more relevant than industry-wide factors for explaining performance (Hawawini, Subramanian, and Verdin 2003; Rumelt 1991) and research often examines the strategy-performance relationship when considering the size of a firm with no definite relationship established.

However, several studies in export venture marketing literature (e.g., Aaby and Slater 1989; Donthu and Kim 1993) and management literature (e.g., Carpenter, Sanders, and Gregersen 2001; Finkelstein and Hambrick, 1996) show the positive effects firm size may have on performance. Larger firms may outperform their smaller competitors due to utilization of scarce resources unique to the larger firm (e.g., Narver and Slater 1990).

### 2.6.2 Environmental Moderators

Due to the nature of an unpredictable macroenvironment, even following the best strategy may not lead to superior performance. Several studies test for environmental as well as other moderators in the market orientation-performance relationship. Such research establishes some substantive environmental moderators such as market/environmental turbulence, technological turbulence, and competitive intensity (Harris 2001; Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden 2005).
Prior research indicates that competitive hostility moderates the market orientation-performance relationship when using sales growth as an outcome variable (Harris 2001). Luo and Donthu (2006) find that competitive intensity positively enhances the superior performance of firms that effectively convert resources involved with advertising and promotion into marketing performance outputs based on the notion that these firms create greater brand loyalty which holds greater value in more competitive markets where substitutes are inherently plentiful.

However, Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden (2005) find insufficient evidence to conclude that market/environmental turbulence, competitive intensity or technological turbulence are significant moderators of the market orientation/performance relationship when examined in the context of a meta-analytical study of past foundational market orientation literature. This result provides very limited support for the role of environmental factors as moderator of the relationship.

Competitive intensity of the industry has been proposed to moderate the relationship between market orientation and performance (e.g., Harris 2001; Slater and Narver 1994), with results suggesting a nonsignificant (e.g., Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Slater and Narver 1994; Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden 2005) as well as a significant (e.g., Grewal and Tansujah 2001; Harris 2001) relationship. Therefore the results on this relationship are inconclusive and future research should be conducted in this area.

2.6.3 Measurement Moderators

Although they are not as prevalent in the literature, additional possible moderators of the market orientation–performance relationship outlined by Morgan and Strong (1998) include market growth, buyer and supplier power, demand uncertainty, extent of barriers to entry (Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden 2005), inter-functional rivalry (Fisher, Maltz, and Jaworski 1997), and lack of processes and procedures used to respond to change (Jaworski and Kohli 1993).

Chapter 3: Conceptual Framework and Research Hypotheses

3.1 The Cultural Perspective of Market Orientation as an Overarching Firm Strategy

The literature outlined above serves as the basis for this study’s further exploration of the relationship between market orientation and performance. We take the cultural perspective of market orientation as an overarching firm strategy and incorporate the Resource Advantage Theory of Competition to develop our research hypotheses. We align our research with prior research that conceptualizes market orientation, whether viewed from the cultural or behavioral perspective, as an overarching business philosophy that is present within the firm (Morgan and Strong 1998) such that most
strategies depicted in the literature fall under the umbrella of an overall strategy that is market-oriented (see Vorhies and Morgan 2003). From this standpoint, market orientation is not easily classified into one of three strategy levels (i.e. corporate, business, and functional), but rather it exists in some sense in each level as a strategy that is at a higher level than more specific competitive strategies.

We agree with Hult, Ketchen, and Slater (2005) that market orientation viewed from a cultural perspective cannot directly affect performance. However, based on the literature review, we expect research may result in the main effect of market-oriented culture to performance. Taking the cultural viewpoint of market orientation, the current study utilizes the comparative approach involving specific market orientation traits and dimensions in order to uncover similarities and differences in strategic orientation (Morgan and Strong 1998) and capture relative market orientation levels across firms.

3.2 Illustration of Market Orientation as an Overarching Firm Strategy

Our above-outlined conceptualization is illustrated in an example involving the strategic typology of Miles and Snow (1978). Even though a differentiated defender may seem to be inherently more market-oriented, from this viewpoint it would be possible for a low-cost defender to exhibit a higher level of market orientation compared to the differentiated defender. Our research investigates whether an overall strategy of market orientation will lead to performance implications that are pertinent for firms that exhibit the commonly categorized strategic orientations.
Our conceptualization of market orientation is further illustrated in the example of two competing firms that each employ a low-price pricing strategy or that each employ a cutting edge technological strategy. On the surface these strategies may seem to be non-market-oriented because they do not by nature direct resources toward a focus on the customer and competition. However, one of the two companies may have a greater level of market orientation as part of its fundamental organizational culture such that at the lower level strategy of trying to compete on lowest price, both firms could be similar but they may at the same time differ, for example, in decisions made involving tradeoffs of how to achieve the lowest price. The more market-oriented firm may be more in tune with the customer and therefore be capable of making decisions that result in an offering that is more appealing to customers. Similarly, the more market-oriented firm would theoretically be able to guide technological innovation more effectively based on intelligence about customer needs and competitor’s level of technological prowess.

As noted previously, accounting for the implementation of market-oriented strategy collectively guiding and managing employee behaviors within the given competitive context is key to successful strategy implementation for top management (Dobni and Luffman 2003). While no strategy can be effective without proper implementation, it is intuitive that a firm that chooses the right strategy from the start and then works on how to implement it may be in a better position than the otherwise similar firm that does not start with the best overall strategy and therefore misallocates valuable resources towards less effective strategic concerns.
While taking into account that implementation, rather than formulation, of strategy is the key challenge for managers seeking strategy-based performance (Walker and Ruekert 1987; Bonoma 1984; Dobni and Luffman 2003), the current study assesses market orientation by examining the strategy as stated by top management that is subject to change over time.

3.3 R-A Theory and the Market Orientation-Performance Relationship

In the current study, we apply the resource-advantage theory of competition to the relationship between market orientation and performance. This is accomplished when we view the antecedents of market orientation as resources in the context of R-A theory such that a firm with superior organizational resources of this nature may gain comparative advantage over the competition, which can drive performance and market share.

Resources such as market-oriented top management, interdepartmental factors and employee characteristics (antecedents of market orientation) could produce efficiencies and effectiveness that will enable a competitive advantage based on the logic of R-A Theory. For example, Jaworski and Kohli’s (1993) study of antecedents of market orientation shows that a market orientation is hypothesized to be related to employee commitment, esprit de corps, and business performance. Employee commitment and esprit de corps may be classified as human resources under the structure of R-A theory because they add value and competitive advantage to the firm.
In line with R-A theory, the market-oriented firm may gain advantage due to efficiencies associated with organizational change. The firm that struggles to become more market-oriented may experience events such as political struggles at the organizational level or learning by trial and error (Gebhardt, Carpenter, and Sherry 2006). These processes would inevitably cause the less market-oriented firm to devote valuable resources to the change process of becoming more market-oriented. Conversely, the firm that started off with a relatively higher market orientation could allocate resources to more productive uses.

Business performance is classified as financial performance and provides a comparative advantage over the competition under the structure of R-A Theory. Our study attempts to provide evidence of increased business performance as a resource gained by measuring the shareholder wealth linked to levels of strategic market orientation that is rooted in top management's emphasis on the marketing goals of the firm. Based on the above reasoning, the conceptualization of this study fits well within the context of R-A theory.

3.4 Research Hypotheses

Based on the research perspectives discussed above, we propose that the strategic planning of top management, its implementation, and its evolution will make a firm market-oriented and consequently lead to better performance as described in the subsequent sections.

3.4.1 Top Management’s Emphasis on Market Orientation Affecting Performance
We base our theoretical framework on that conceptualized by Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden (2005) as a culmination of the market orientation antecedents and consequences from previous marketing literature. We test the portion of their model that involves antecedents of top management’s emphasis and performance consequences. Top management factors are important antecedents because they will inevitably affect the other two major categories of antecedents.

We examine top management’s emphasis on market orientation. Top management’s focus is an important element of and “can be considered the locus of market orientation or other strategic orientation” (Noble, Sinha, and Kumar 2002, p. 31). Taking this approach we assess the varying levels of market orientation in the strategy that is initiated and influenced by top management factors across firms over time. We assume here that market orientation would manifest itself as part of the incorporated strategy but we do not test for this relationship.

The specific focus of our study is on top management’s emphasis on market orientation and how this may be linked to business performance. We apply the Jaworski and Kohli (1993) and Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden (2005) model to R-A theory as described in the above sections to build the case for developing and testing our hypotheses:

$H_1$: Top management’s emphasis on customer orientation positively influences firm financial performance.
H₂: Top management’s emphasis on competitor orientation positively influences firm financial performance.

The above and subsequent hypotheses are modeled in our conceptual framework shown in Figure 1 below. The following sections explain the rationale behind the development of subsequent hypotheses.
Figure 1: Conceptual Framework
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3.4.2 The Process of Firms Becoming More Market-Oriented

Prior research that focuses on the process of becoming more market-oriented (e.g., Gebhardt, Carpenter, and Sherry 2006) does not directly state that some firms may be extremely market-oriented from the time the firm came into existence. We point out that it is possible for a firm to possess the antecedents throughout its lifecycle without going through the initiation and transition stages of becoming more market-oriented because they had a strong market orientation as part of their initial and continuing fundamental organizational culture.

Another form of initiation may exist at the time of the firm’s inception where top management would be involved in the initiation of market orientation but not necessarily as a response to stakeholders’ intentions regarding the emergence of threats, but rather, as an initial strategic orientation laid out to minimize potential threats before the firm has actually come into existence. From this standpoint, a market-oriented culture of the organization could develop that may eventually lead to behaviors that are fundamentally market-oriented in nature.

The current study employs a methodology that assesses market orientation over time to account for these possibly different scenarios involved with the firm level of market orientation that may change with the passage of time. We conceptualize our research approach from the cultural perspective of the process of a firm becoming market-oriented having it’s origins in the initiation phase that is induced by top management.

In other words, we recognize that the market orientation change process may or may not occur and we attempt to account for this in our methodology. The current study does not actually
explore the change process and how it may happen, but recognizes that it may exist by capturing market orientation cross-sectionally at multiple time intervals, which will inform us as to whether or not change in the level of market orientation has occurred.

Based on the above discussion we concur that a dynamic organizational change process (see Gebhardt, Carpenter, and Sherry 2006) may result in emergence of antecedents of market orientation (see Kohli and Jaworski 1990) that could then be captured in multiple cross-sectional and static models that would differ accordingly from time one to time two. An interesting concept that emerges from taking this perspective is that of whether firms that possess a relatively greater market orientation in the strategic planning and firm inception stage may benefit from efficiencies not realized by firms that must change strategic goals to fit the more market-oriented conceptualization. If our hypothesized relationships are significant, it follows that the relationship may be significant over time.

Thus:

\[ H_3: \] The level of change in top management’s emphasis on customer orientation over time will be directly related to the change in firm financial performance over time.

\[ H_4: \] The level of change in top management’s emphasis on competitor orientation over time will be directly related to the change in firm financial performance over time.

3.4.3 Moderators
We examine moderators of the relationship between top management’s emphasis on customer orientation and financial performance involving firm characteristics of size, (assessed as total number of employees) and classification of industry (assessed as either manufacturing or service). TMT composition is another important moderator included in our study in which we examine the heterogeneity of firms’ TMT members.

3.4.3.1 Firm Size

As mentioned above, results vary when considering the size of the firm related to performance with some studies from the management literature resulting in no definite relationship established (Hawawini, Subramanian, and Verdin 2003; Rumelt 1991) while others (e.g., Carpenter, Sanders, and Gregersen 2001; Finkelstein and Hambrick 1996) have shown the positive effects firm size may have on performance. Studies from the export venture marketing literature (e.g., Aaby and Slater 1989; Donthu and Kim 1993) have also shown a positive relationship between firm size and performance.

Our view is in line with the resource-based perspective (Wernerfelt 1984) in that larger firms may outperform their smaller competitors due to utilization of scarce resources unique to the larger firm (e.g., Narver and Slater 1990). Implementation of market orientation requires that resources be utilized while the cost of using these resources is expected to be outweighed by the benefits inherent in the realization of market orientation (Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden 2005). Based on this logic, larger firms would be more adequately equipped with the resources needed to implement and realize the financial benefits of a strategic market orientation while
smaller firms may not have enough resources to stand the impact of the initial implementation well enough to realize increased performance.

Thus:

H5: The relationship between top management’s emphasis on customer orientation and financial performance is stronger for larger firms than for smaller firms.

H6: The relationship between top management’s emphasis on competitor orientation and financial performance is stronger for larger firms than for smaller firms.

3.4.3.2 Service Firms versus Manufacturing Firms

Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden (2005, p. 1) point out that certain studies (e.g., Agarwal, Erramilli, and Dev 2003; Bhuian 1997; Sandvik and Sandvik 2003) show “nonsignificant or negative effects” for the association between market orientation and performance. In these cases, the studies referenced all used samples of firms in the services industry. Additionally, Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden (2005) also find that when using cost-based and revenue-based performance measures, the market orientation–performance relationship is stronger in manufacturing firms than it is in service firms. Their meta-analysis shows that results vary according to the measure characteristic each study uses such that results vary for manufacturing versus service firms.
We take the view of previous research (e.g., Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden 2005; Anderson, Fornell, and Rust 1997), that proposes that because services are more perishable, as well as unified and less separated in terms of production and consumption, than are manufactured goods (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry 1985), service firms must exhibit greater levels of customization and target more specific customer segments. This generally requires greater levels of customization to implement market orientation as compared to manufacturing firms. Therefore, resulting sales and market share outcomes as well as employee costs and production efficiency may be more negatively impacted with service firms than manufacturing firms.

Thus:

H\textsubscript{7}: The relationship between top management’s emphasis on customer orientation and firm financial performance is stronger for manufacturing firms than it is for service firms.

H\textsubscript{8}: The relationship between top management’s emphasis on competitor orientation and firm financial performance is stronger for manufacturing firms than it is for service firms.

3.4.3.3 Top Management’s Composition

The management literature has long suggested there may be a link between the nature of the TMT and the outcome of firm performance (Hambrick and Mason 1984; Hambrick, Cho, and Chen, 1996; Halebian and Finkelstein 1993, Eisenhardt and Schoonhoven 1990; Weinzimmer et al. 2003). Our antecedent sample involves the TMT which can vary in the heterogeneity of its
composition based on factors of age, tenure, education and function. We test for moderation of the market orientation performance relationship based on TMT heterogeneity that is an index of the aforementioned heterogeneity factors.

3.4.3.4 TMT Heterogeneity

TMT functional background heterogeneity (e.g., Carpenter 2002) has been positively associated with stock-based performance measures (Barsade et al. 2000) as functional diversity will tend to stimulate group discussion and disagreement, which can lead to better innovation and higher quality solutions (Ghiselli and Lodahl 1958; Huffman and Maier 1961; Hambrick and Mason 1996).

Gebhardt, Carpenter, and Sherry (2006) find that sharing and collectiveness among departments within the organization lays the foundation for a market-oriented culture. The cross-functional, organization-wide nature of sharing and collectiveness creates an environment with shared meaning for existence across departments. This meaning for existence in the case of market orientation is the common purpose of serving the firm’s market. We use this logic in relation to the concept of a TMT with a functionally diverse background.

A TMT with a diverse functional background would likely be able to implement a market orientation across all firm departments because the diverse background of the team would facilitate implementation among the various functions of the assorted departments throughout the firm. Therefore, we expect that a more functionally diverse TMT will facilitate this and make the market orientation performance relationship stronger.
Thus:

H$_5$: The relationship between top management’s emphasis on customer orientation and firm financial performance is stronger for firms that exhibit greater TMT heterogeneity.

H$_{10}$: The relationship between top management’s emphasis on competitor orientation and firm financial performance is stronger for firms that exhibit greater TMT heterogeneity.

### 3.4.3.5 Competitive Intensity of the Industry

Competitive intensity of the industry has been proposed to moderate the relationship between market orientation and performance (e.g., Harris 2001; Slater and Narver 1994) with mixed results. It is the most commonly studied moderator involved with the link between market orientation and performance (Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden 2005).

Some researchers claim that a highly competitive environment necessitates that firms focus more on the competition (Han, Kim, and Srivastava 1998), while others proclaim this environment makes competitive monitoring less important (Narver and Slater 1994). Although some results suggest a nonsignificant relationship (e.g., Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden 2005), we provide theoretical rationale that supports the notion of competitive intensity of the industry as a moderator in the relationship (see Harris 2001; Slater and Narver 1994).

Narver and Slater (1994) point out that the performance measures (market share, return on equity, and a subjective measure) used by Jaworski and Kohli (1992; 1993) weaken insight
gleaned from findings not only due to subjective performance measures but also because market share may not be a relevant goal of every firm, and ROE involves capital structure that should not be affected by market orientation. Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden (2005) predict that competitive intensity would enhance the positive effect of market orientation on performance due to increased effectiveness of market responsiveness in times of increasingly numerous and aggressive competitors. Their nonsignificant findings about the moderation of the competitive environment are based on results from previous studies, which may be affected by measurement and construct problems common in previous studies of the relationship such as subjective or inappropriate performance measures. Therefore, further research is needed to gain a better understanding of the relationship.

Luo and Donthu (2006) find that competitive intensity positively enhances the superior performance of firms that more effectively convert resources involved with advertising and promotion into marketing performance outputs. This finding is based on the notion that these firms are able to create greater brand loyalty through effective advertising and promotion which holds greater value in more competitive markets where substitutes are inherently plentiful.

Based on this logic and that of the resource-based view as depicted by Slater and Narver (1994), we expect that the market orientation performance relationship would behave similarly. In competitive markets the more market-oriented firm would utilize and capitalize on the intangible informational resources of customer and competitor focus that less market-oriented firms would be unable to replicate. Thus, the market-oriented firm would be able to differentiate in a time where customers may choose from a larger number of competing substitutes. In a highly
competitive environment, understanding the competition would likely better equip the firm for survival. Without this understanding the firm in the highly competitive environment may be negatively affected by innovations and intangible resources of more market-oriented competition in an environment where substitutes are not only plentiful, but may fast exhibit superior differentiated value if not closely monitored. Based on this logic, we propose that the competitive environment will have a significant positive effect on the market orientation performance relationship.

Thus:

H$_{11}$: The relationship between top management’s emphasis on customer orientation and firm financial performance is stronger for firms that operate in industries characterized by higher competitive intensity.

H$_{12}$: The relationship between top management’s emphasis on competitor orientation and firm financial performance is stronger for firms that operate in industries characterized by higher competitive intensity.

Chapter 4: Research Design

4.1 Measuring Market Orientation and Performance
The current study utilized an archival data sample including firms that had undergone an initial public offering (IPO) during the years from 2001 to 2003. This covered a range of industries in a
longitudinal design that allowed for the capture of evolutionary aspects of the relationships examined. We used content analysis to assess market orientation of the TMT. Performance was assessed with objective measures based on stock price. A series of regression analyses was employed for the method of longitudinal data analysis.

4.2 Data Collection

With the chosen method of data collection, we sought to avoid possibly exaggerated findings attributed to the common method variance that is often present when self-reported data is collected from a common source for subjective dependent and independent variables (Voss and Voss 2000; Doty and Glick 1998). We employed content analysis of secondary archival data, a technique used in combination with objective performance measures based on stock return. We used independent variables involving top management’s focus, which “can be considered the locus of market orientation or other strategic orientation” (Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Noble, Sinha, and Kumar 2002).

Much of the previous research on this topic employs surveys and depth interviews of managers for data collection (e.g., Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Pelham and Wilson 1996). Manager surveys typically suffer from low response rates as well as problems involved with inaccuracy of memory recall over time periods spanning several years. Depth interviews are subjective and are usually characterized by a small sample size. Although subject to complications associated with using secondary data, our study is valuable in that it escapes common pitfalls of many previous studies involving manager surveys.
4.3 Sample

Our sample consists of all U.S. firms listed on the New York, American, and NASDAQ stock exchanges that underwent an initial public offering (IPO) from the years 2001 to 2003. This original sample of 988 companies derived from the SDC Platinum database. We included in our sample only “new” companies based on information found in the S-1 as well as in Compustat. In particular, we used 10 years as a general rule regarding what was considered as a “new” company. This restrictor narrowed the list from 988 to 153 companies. The sample was further reduced to 75 companies when we narrowed the search criteria to companies that were still in existence in 2007 and to those that had not undergone mergers or acquisitions that would change the company structure. This criterion was followed because, otherwise, it would be impossible to track performance from a longitudinal perspective.

We note that this method affects our results because firms that have gone to zero market value due to company failure (e.g., bankruptcy) are not accounted for. However, this limitation is necessary due to the longitudinal nature of our study, which requires relatively complete information for each of the firms in the sample. The sample size of 75 is comparable to previous studies in the area (see Noble, Sinha, and Kumar 2002; Barr, Stimpert, and Huff 1992; Bowman 1978). The average age of the companies in our sample is four years old (at the time of IPO) based on the date the company was founded.

We separated the sample into goods and services based companies according to SIC code by including SIC divisions A through D (agriculture, forestry, and fishing, mining, construction, manufacturing) and F through G (wholesale and retail trade) as “manufacturing” or goods-based
firms. SIC divisions E (transportation, communications, electric, gas, and sanitary services), H through J (finance, insurance, and real estate services, and public administration) were considered as “services.” Overall, 38 companies were classified as manufacturing and 37 were classified as services. Details of the variables used in our longitudinal analysis are displayed in Table 1.
**TABLE 1**

**Measures and Data Sources**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Operationalization</th>
<th>Data Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top Management’s Emphasis on Customer</td>
<td>Total number of characters in sentences depicting customer orientation as a percentage of total for each company. (Noble, Sinha, and Kumar 2002)</td>
<td>Derived from SEC filings sections associated with business issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top Management’s Emphasis on Competition</td>
<td>Total number of characters in sentences depicting competitor orientation as a percentage of total for each company (Noble, Sinha, and Kumar 2002)</td>
<td>Derived from SEC filings sections associated with business issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward-looking Performance of Stock Return</td>
<td>The result of (current year’s share price × number of common shares outstanding + dividends – previous year’s share price × number of common shares outstanding)/(previous year’s share price × number of common stock outstanding) (Luo and Donthu 2006)</td>
<td>Derived from Compustat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry Competitive Intensity</td>
<td>Herfindahl concentration index (derived from lagged sales for all the firms in the same two-digit SIC code for each firm year observation) (Luo and Donthu 2006)</td>
<td>Derived from Compustat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service versus Manufacturing Firms</td>
<td>Categorical variable based on two-digit SIC code (Manufacturing = 01-39; 50-59. Services = 40-49; 60-99).</td>
<td>Hoover’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm Size</td>
<td>Number of employees</td>
<td>Compustat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMT Educational Background Heterogeneity</td>
<td>Categorical variable based on coding TMT member as predominately: arts, sciences, engineering, business and economics, or law. Degree of heterogeneity calculated with the Blau index (1977): 1- the squared sum of percentage of individuals in each category (Wiersema and Bantel 1992)</td>
<td>Derived from Mergent and Hoover’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMT Functional Background Heterogeneity</td>
<td>Categorical variable based on coding TMT member as predominately: marketing, distribution, sales, R and D, production, engineering, finance and accounting, law, or general. Degree of heterogeneity calculated with the Blau index (1977): 1- the squared sum of percentage of individuals in each category (Wiersema and Bantel 1992)</td>
<td>Derived from Mergent and Hoover’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMT Firm Tenure Heterogeneity</td>
<td>Calculated using the coefficient of variation of a TMT’s firm tenure: standard deviation divided by the mean (Carpenter 2002)</td>
<td>Derived from Mergent and Hoover’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMT Age Heterogeneity</td>
<td>Calculated with the Blau index (1977): 1- the squared sum of percentage of individuals in each category (Certo et al. 2006; Wiersema and Bantel 1992)</td>
<td>Derived from Mergent and Hoover’s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4 Longitudinal Design

With few exceptions (e.g., Narver, Jacobson, and Slater 1999; Noble, Sinha, and Kumar 2002), market orientation has been found to lead to superior firm performance (Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden 2005) based primarily on studies that have utilized a cross-sectional data collection procedure (e.g., Homburg and Pflesser 2000; Kohli and Jaworski 1990; Kohli, Jaworski, and Kumar 1993) that does not capture the evolutionary process of market orientation as outlined by Gebhardt, Carpenter, and Sherry (2006).

The current study helps provide richer understanding of the topic at hand by utilizing a longitudinal design capable of capturing the evolutionary process of market orientation. We collected data over three time periods starting with time one as the time of IPO for each firm that had an IPO across the years 2001-2003. Therefore, time one (T1) establishes a rolling three year span to allow for data collection across five years. Accordingly, time one is 2001 for companies with a 2001 IPO and time one is 2002 and 2003 respectively for firms that had and IPO in those respective years. Time two (T2) covers two years and starts in 2003, 2004, or 2005, to assess the firms that had an IPO in 2001, 2002, or 2003. Based on the same logic, time three starts two years after time 2 and (T3) begins in 2005, 2006, or 2007 depending on the year of IPO for each company in the sample.

4.5 Conceptual Framework

Our study incorporates current approaches from the marketing and management literature into a research design that explores market orientation viewed as a high-level strategy originating with the vision, strategic goals and planning of top management. Top management implements
strategy that guides the firm’s strategic direction and helps to maintain the strategy as it evolves throughout the organization to eventually become sustained over time resulting in superior performance relative to less market-oriented competition.

We test the portion of Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden’s (2005) market orientation model that includes top management factors as antecedents of market orientation with performance as an outcome variable assessed stock return.

4.6 Methodology

We build upon previous antecedent and consequence research while using a longitudinal approach and taking into account that the process of organizational change occurs over time and varies from one firm to another. In accordance with the change process outlined by Gebhardt, Carpenter, and Sherry (2006), we integrate a methodology based on that employed by Noble, Sinha, and Kumar (2002) that is effective in assessing managerial insight and how it may change over time.

4.6.1 Content Analysis of Top management’s Emphasis on Market Orientation

Content analysis has been used in marketing research to explain organizational performance for the past few decades. Bowman (1976) uses content analysis to find differentiating factors among more and less successful food processing companies. Kassarjian (1977) notes that content analysis should be objective, systematic, and quantitative. Investigative assessment of our independent variables was performed by using content analysis of SEC (Security Exchange Commission) filings with the goal of interpreting evidence of top management’s focus on the
customer and competition as these are the two fundamentals of market orientation (Noble, Sinha, and Kumar 2002).

As Higgins and Gulati (2003) suggest, firms may desire to offer symbols of quality of the firm going public in attempts to gain legitimacy in terms of efficacy of products, competitive position, and marketing capabilities. Therefore we must be aware that when companies prepare the documents for SEC filing, they are inclined to be market-oriented by the nature of the endeavor they are undertaking.

Replication of the cognitive mapping techniques used by Noble, Sinha, and Kumar (2002) that are based on techniques described by Huff (1990) were utilized to convert text into quantitative data. Four undergraduates were hired to work as multiple reviewers examining public documents filed with the SEC.

Content analysis of registration statement (S-1) documents and annual report (10-K) documents filed in accordance with SEC guidelines was conducted for all firms in our sample. S-1 filings include stock prospectuses and are filed with the SEC prior to all initial public offerings to explain the details of the offering. Annual reports are similar documents that report to stockholders on a yearly basis about the company’s operations and management, etc. Annual reports have been examined in past studies in the marketing literature to assess firm strategy and reasoning (Bowman 1978; Bettman and Weitz 1983) as well as to assess market orientation (Nobel, Sinha, and Kumar 2002; Judd and Tims 1991).
4.6.2 Performance Assessment Based on Stock Price

Stock price is a measure of performance that is important for any public organization as it must comply with shareholders’ intentions. Following the methodology of Luo and Donthu (2006) that is based on the previous research of Aaker and Jacobson (1994, 2001) and Mizik and Jacobson (2003), we employed the objective and forward-looking performance outcome variable stock return. Data was obtained from CRSP (Center for Research in Security Prices) and Compustat.

Stock return is a performance measure that is comparable across industries and is calculated as the result of (current year’s share price × number of common stock outstanding + dividends – previous year’s share price × number of common stock outstanding/[previous year’s share price × number of common stock outstanding]).

4.6.3 Measurement of Moderator Variables

We examined moderators of firm size, industry in which firm operates (service or manufacturing), TMT heterogeneity, and competitive intensity of the industry in which firm operates. Firm size was assessed based on the number of employees as found in the Compustat database while the industry in which the firm operates was assessed according to our sample consisting of either service or manufacturing (goods-based) firms based on two-digit SIC codes as previously described.

TMT heterogeneity was assessed based on the approach utilized by Carpenter and Fredrickson (2001) that replicates the methods of Wiersema and Bantel (1992) and derives TMT
heterogeneity based on team members’ educational and functional backgrounds, firm tenure, and age. Educational background and functional background were categorical variables with educational backgrounds being in the arts, sciences, engineering, business and economics, or law.

Functional background categories are marketing, distribution, sales, research and development, production, engineering, finance and accounting, law, or general (Carpenter and Fredrickson 2001; Wiersema and Bantel, 1992). Data for these variables was derived from the Mergent and Hoover’s databases.

The competitive intensity of the industry in which firm operates was assessed based on the methods used by Luo and Donthu (2006) which employ the Herfindahl concentration index derived from Compustat by using the lagged sales for all the companies in the same two-digit SIC code for each firm year observation. In this case a low degree of concentration indicates a fragmented marketplace such that competitive intensity is high.

The above four TMT items were adapted and combined using factor analysis creating the overarching construct that is a measure of TMT heterogeneity. The results of the factor analysis are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Factor Loading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMT Education</td>
<td>.730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMT Work</td>
<td>.663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMT Age</td>
<td>.790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMT Tenure</td>
<td>.696</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.6.4 Data Coding

Four undergraduate coders supervised by the principal researcher interpreted market orientation from the business section of SEC filings using AtlasTi qualitative research software. The business section was chosen because it provides a general overview of the business and strategic focus. The business section contains the sections that are devoted to the customers and competitors of the firms. Coders were educated as to the basic definitions of customer and competitor dimensions of market orientation. Therefore, proficiency in coding involved not only learning how to use the software, but also learning about statements that show management’s focus on customer and competition.

Coders searched for statements that “represent a clear and specific act reflective of” (Noble, Sinha, and Kumar 2002, p. 32) customer or competitor focus. The principle researcher guided coders to a consensus about how statements would be coded based on excerpts from the research of Noble, Sinha, and Kumar (2002). Examples were provided of text considered representative of customer and competitor orientation. Such text should “represent a clear and specific act reflective of the dimension being considered,” (Noble, Sinha, and Kumar 2002) which we hereafter refer to as “action statements.” Coders were informed that not all statements that simply mention a concept should be considered as action statements.

For example a statement such as "we continue to strive to maximize customer satisfaction” (Noble, Sinha, and Kumar 2002) would not be considered a true “action statement” when taken in isolation while a statement such as “We send out over 36,000 customer satisfaction survey
cards each month covering all deliveries and service calls,” would be considered a true “action statement” because it actually shows proof or evidence of a customer focus. Some statements that focus on the competition but are not direct “action statements” were pointed out to the coders as examples of text about customer and competitor focus that were not considered “action statements.”

“The healthcare staffing industry is highly competitive. We compete with both national firms and local and regional firms. We compete with these firms to attract nurses and other healthcare professionals as travelers and to attract hospital and healthcare facility clients.”

Examples like this were contrasted with ones that show something specific the company is doing that is active and conscious of the competition.

“We believe our same day or next day delivery option, which is not offered by most of our competitors, is one of the keys to our success,”

Following the practice of Noble, Sinha, and Kumar (2002), coders and the principal researcher conducted a line-by-line review of the coded output from the software in the training sample. The principle researcher showed coders how to identify key words, phrases, and sentences that would be analyzed and coded according to whether or not the predetermined criteria were met. Training was conducted by showing the coding researchers examples of documents from companies from a sample of companies from one year prior to the actual period examined in the study.

Once the principle researcher determined that the undergraduates were proficient in the coding technique, a trial run was conducted using five additional companies not included in the actual sample. In this case all four coders coded the same 10 documents. This involved a stepwise process of coding the first company, discussing the results, and then proceeding to the next until
by the fifth company a consensus was reached that coding was being done in a similar fashion by all coders. Results were discussed, and differences in the coding of the researchers were analyzed with the guidance of the primary researcher who did not actually participate in the coding. The entire coding process was supervised by the principal researcher while the actual coding in the sample was performed by the undergraduate coders. Finally, there was approximately 95% confirmation that the coders were coding in a similar way before the actual sample was coded and analyzed.

To ensure the accuracy of the coding in the actual sample, teams of two coders coded each filing and periodically reviewed each other’s results to check for major differences in coding. The sample was split between the two pairs of coders based on alphabetical listing. Any filing that did not have approximately 95% consensus as to coding was revisited until a consensus was reached. Coders tallied the total percentage of text in each document depicting market orientation as a percentage of total for each company to help control for varying lengths of business sections in the S1s.

**Chapter 5: Analysis, Results, and Discussion**

5.1 **Regression Analyses**

Implementation and evolution of market orientation was captured through analysis of SEC filings. We employed a form of annual report coding methodology based on the technique demonstrated by Noble, Sinha, and Kumar (2002) for mapping of letters to shareholders. Results
were assessed in multiple time periods to quantify whether firms moved towards or away from market orientation over time.

After the data was collected, we used a series of regressions to analyze the coded results and test our hypotheses for conclusions to provide insight to the market orientation-performance relationship.

We tested the outcome variable of final performance in a regression model using moderator regression analysis in accordance with methods established by Aiken and West (1991) and utilized in other studies (e.g., Ramani and Kumar 2008). The independent variables were mean-centered to reduce multicollinearity. We ran main effects regression using independent variables of customer orientation and competitor orientation to test $H_1$ and $H_2$.

A separate main effects regression using independent variables of change in customer orientation and change in competitor orientation was conducted to test $H_3$ and $H_4$. We then ran the same regression analysis that was used to test $H_1$ and $H_2$ with the addition of each product term to test the interaction effects for $H_5$ through $H_{12}$. The overall regression model took the following form:

$$Y_{it} = \beta_0 + \sum \beta_k X_{kit} + \beta_k [X_{kit} \times Z_{kit}] + \epsilon_{it}, \quad i = 1, \ldots, I \ (i \text{ denotes the firms}), \ t = 1, \ldots, T \ (t \text{ denotes time periods}),$$

where $Y_{it}$ indicates stock return and $X_{ki}$ indicates the $k^{th}$ measure of customer and orientation or competitor orientation. $Z_{kit}$ denotes the $k^{th}$ measure of interaction terms (i.e., larger vs. smaller firms, manufacturing vs. service firms, TMT heterogeneity, and competitive intensity).

### 5.2 Results of Regression Analyses
Table 3 shows the results for the dependent variable of stock return. In the first regression the predictor variables of customer and competitor orientation were entered alone in the estimation model. In the subsequent regressions the moderators were tested for significance by running separate regressions for each interaction. Indications of support for each hypothesis, including the regression results (coefficient, t-value, and significance) are shown in Table 4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Stock Return Time 2</th>
<th></th>
<th>Stock Return Time 3</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>β</td>
<td>t-value</td>
<td>β</td>
<td>t-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main effects models:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Focus †</td>
<td>1.144</td>
<td>3.329</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition Focus †</td>
<td>-0.859</td>
<td>-2.498</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Customer Focus ‡</td>
<td>.429</td>
<td>3.900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Competition Focus</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderator interaction model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer focus x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm size</td>
<td>.274</td>
<td>2.261</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer focus x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service vs. Manufacturing</td>
<td>1.101</td>
<td>2.634</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer focus x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMT heterogeneity</td>
<td>.398</td>
<td>4.250</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitive intensity</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Main effects model $F = 7.80, p < .001, R^2 = 0.180$; ‡ Main effects model $F = 7.74, p < .001, R^2 = 0.179$.

§ Interaction model $F = 15.98, p < .05, R^2 = 0.453$; ¶ Interaction model $F = 25.46, p < .001, R^2 = 0.655$.

§§ Interaction model $F = 43.82, p < .001, R^2 = 0.653$. 
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$t$-value</th>
<th>Supported</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H₁</td>
<td>Customer orientation $\rightarrow$ Financial performance</td>
<td>1.144</td>
<td>3.329$^a$</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₂</td>
<td>Competitor orientation $\rightarrow$ Financial performance</td>
<td>-0.859$^*$</td>
<td>2.498$^a$</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₃</td>
<td>Change in customer orientation $\rightarrow$ Change in financial performance</td>
<td>0.429</td>
<td>3.900$^a$</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₄</td>
<td>Change in Competitor orientation $\rightarrow$ Change in financial performance</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₅</td>
<td>Customer orientation x larger vs. smaller firms $\rightarrow$ Financial performance</td>
<td>0.274</td>
<td>2.261$^b$</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₆</td>
<td>Competitor orientation x larger vs. smaller firms $\rightarrow$ Financial performance</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₇</td>
<td>Customer orientation x manufacturing vs. service firms $\rightarrow$ Financial performance</td>
<td>1.101</td>
<td>2.634$^a$</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₈</td>
<td>Competitor orientation x manufacturing vs. service firms $\rightarrow$ Financial performance</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₉</td>
<td>Customer orientation x greater TMT heterogeneity $\rightarrow$ Financial performance</td>
<td>0.398</td>
<td>4.250$^a$</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₁₀</td>
<td>Competitor orientation x greater TMT heterogeneity $\rightarrow$ Financial performance</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₁₁</td>
<td>Customer orientation x higher competitive intensity $\rightarrow$ Financial performance</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₁²</td>
<td>Competitor orientation x higher competitive intensity $\rightarrow$ Financial performance</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a p < .001$

$^b p < .05$

* Significant result opposite of hypothesized relationship
5.2.1 Main Effects Results

H₁ was a test of the main effect of customer orientation on financial performance in the form of stock return. As hypothesized, a significant relationship was confirmed ($\beta = 1.144$, $p < .001$). Similarly, as predicted, our assessment of the evolution of market orientation related to financial performance (H₃) produced a positive and significant result for the predictor of change in customer orientation ($\beta = .429$, $p < .001$).

However, to our surprise, support was not confirmed for the test of the main effect of competitor orientation on financial performance of stock return (H₂). In fact, we found a significant result in the opposite direction of the predicted relationship ($\beta = -.859$, $p < .001$). Similarly, support was not confirmed for the test of the main effect of change in competitor orientation on financial performance of stock return (H₄). We found a nonsignificant result for this relationship. Insight to this result of lack of support for our main effects hypotheses involving focus on the competition may be explained by the nature of the descriptions of competition in the business sections of the SEC filings examined, severe multicollinearity between customer orientation and competitor orientation, and potential casual relationship between customer orientation and change in competitor orientation.

The coders observed that the competition sections of the SEC filings were similar among SEC filings in that they mainly involved mentioning the firms in competition with the firm rather than asserting the specific “action statements” that the coders sought as evidence of strategic focus on the competition. Also, there was greater overall focus on
the customer than on the competition. However, because competitor orientation had a significant negative effect on stock performance, further exploration is needed.

Customer orientation and competitor orientation were significantly correlated suggesting that multicollinearity issues were affecting the regression results. It is possible that customer orientation was over estimating stock performance and, in conjunction with a negative adjustment by competitor orientation overall, this over estimation improved prediction of stock performance.

Also, we found that customer orientation was correlated with change in competitor orientation ($r=.15, p=.10$). This result suggests that companies that have high consumer orientation reduced their focus on competitor orientation over time. Accordingly, this issue needs future research because most past research has simply combined customer and competitor orientation and called it market orientation.

### 5.2.2 Interaction Results

Testing $H_5$ through $H_{12}$ involved moderated regression as a test of the interaction terms of larger vs. smaller firms, manufacturing vs. service firms, TMT heterogeneity, and competitive intensity interacting with the main predictor variables of customer and competitor orientation. While (similar to the main effects test) significant results were obtained for all but one of the customer orientation moderations, no significant results were found for the interactions involving competitor orientation.
As predicted, our results showed that financial performance was positively associated with the interactions of customer orientation x larger vs. smaller firms (H5: $\beta = .274, p < .05$), customer orientation x manufacturing vs. service firms (H7: $\beta = 1.101, p < .001$), and customer orientation x greater TMT heterogeneity (H9: $\beta = .398, p < .001$).

However, there was no significant result for the interaction of customer orientation x higher competitive intensity resulting in increased financial performance (H11).

Competitive intensity of the industry is the most commonly studied moderator of the relationship between market orientation and performance (Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden 2005) and, as stated previously, numerous results for this moderation suggest a nonsignificant (e.g., Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Slater and Narver 1994) relationship. Our results are contrary to our prediction but consistent with those of Jaworski and Kohli (1993) and Slater and Narver (1994). According to our findings, the competitive environment may not have a significant effect on the market orientation-performance relationship.

Therefore, it may not be an effective strategy for firms to try to regulate levels of market orientation in accordance with varying levels of competitive intensity of the industry in which the firm operates (Slater and Narver 1994). This notion is supported by the idea that a significant amount of resources are required for the firm to become and evolve as market-oriented and in that case the phenomenon is one that would not be easily regulated on a short term basis. Therefore future research should continue to explore this moderation.
The insignificant result for change in competitor orientation moderated by large versus smaller firms (H₆) may be explained in part by the previous explanation of the lack of support for H₂. Additionally, using the performance measure of stock return may negate some of the effects so that although a larger firm may have more resources and grow more in terms of dollar amount, when using market value a small firm may have more room to grow and subsequently may be able to increase exponentially. For example, if a startup firm with relatively no stock value grows from zero (or very little) market value to having any value at all the increase in stock price could be as much as a 100%. In contrast, a larger firm that has a higher IPO could be customer focused and experience tremendous growth, yet firm may not show such spectacular results in terms of percentage increase of market value.

We did not find support for moderator hypotheses H₈, H₁₀, or H₁₂. Again, this result may be explained in part by the previous explanation of the lack of support for H₂. Based on the assessment of the coders and examination of the sparse nature of the raw data, we feel there is not enough evidence for sufficient analysis of either the main effects or moderated effects involving the predictor variable of competitor orientation. Therefore, subsequent studies should determine a more rich technique to assess whether our results correctly lead to a conclusion that competitor orientation does not affect financial performance or whether further analysis would prove otherwise.

5.2 Discussion of Results
We examine our results in light of studies that provided the foundation for our research (i.e. Noble, Sinha, and Kumar 2002, Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden 2005, Gebhardt, Carpenter and Sherry 2006). The results of our study help provide unique support to the growing body of knowledge that a market-oriented strategic plan, implementation and evolution leads to superior firm performance.

5.3.1 Discussion of Predicted Main Effects

We have responded to calls for research exploring marketing’s effects on financial performance (Rust et al. 2004) with a unique methodology to quantify how market orientation contributes to shareholder value. We found that customer orientation is related to superior performance, a result that has obvious managerial implications and adds support to previous studies that supported the relationship (e.g., Deshpande, Farley, and Webster 1993; Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Slater and Narver 1994). That said, only the customer orientation dimension was predicted by our theoretical model. This is in opposition to prior research of Noble, Sinha, and Kumar (2002) that finds the customer orientation variable does not relate to the performance construct and that the competitor orientation variable does relate to the performance construct.

However, our results also provide further support for the change process outlined by Gebhardt, Carpenter, and Sherry (2006), due to the variance assessed over time periods T1 and T2; our study shows that managerial emphasis on customer and competitor orientation does change over time. Furthermore, our main effects show that this
evolution of market orientation, when viewed from a customer orientation standpoint, can lead to superior financial performance in the important outcome variable of stock return.

Gebhardt, Carpenter, and Sherry (2006) shed light on the market orientation-performance relationship involving organizational learning and the four-stage process of cultural transformation: (1) initiation, (2) reconstitution, (3) institutionalization, and (4) maintenance. We provide evidence that not only does customer orientation enhance the market orientation-performance relationship, but also that the relationship between the constructs is a dynamic one that has a longitudinal effect.

5.3.2 Discussion of Main Effects not Predicted

Our results are opposite of what we predicted and that may be attributed to our assessment that competitor orientation does not seem to play a prominent role in the SEC filings we examined. However, some previous research does support our finding (e.g., Grewal and Tansuhaj 2001; Han, Kim, and Srivastava 1998). Han, Kim, and Srivastava (1998) suggest that, in competitive environments, firms may become institutionalized in their competitive strategies to the point that competitor orientation may actually have negative effects on performance due to hindered innovation that accompanies excessive imitation of competition.

Another logical explanation for our results is that, as researchers have suggested, the customer dimension of market orientation may dominate the competitor dimension and diminish its importance (see Han, Kim, and Srivastava 1998; Noble, Sinha and Kumar
2002). This may be explained by the fact that most studies combine the performance correlations of the aggregate market orientation constructs when assessing the market orientation relationship with performance and only report aggregated market orientation-performance relationship results (see Lukas and Ferrell 2000; Noble, Sinha, and Kumar 2002).

### 5.3.3 Discussion of Moderator Analysis

Moderators play an important role in our study. Several studies (e.g., Agarwal, Erramilli, and Dev 2003; Bhuian 1997; Sandvik and Sandvik 2003) find nonsignificant or negative effects results for the association between market orientation and performance when sampling service firms. Our results help to shed light on these previous results because we show that when using customer orientation as a predictor, the relationship leads to increased performance more so for manufacturing firms than services firms.

Some previous research concludes that the link between customer orientation and financial performance may not be very strong (e.g., Balakrishnan 1996; Voss and Voss 2000). However, as suggested by Zhu and Nakata (2007), and in line with the recommendations of Singh and Ranchhod (2004) and Voss and Voss (2000), we show that the relationship is indeed strong once significant moderators are accounted for.

Our research adds to current research (e.g., Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden 2005; Gebhardt, Carpenter and Sherry 2006) concerning implementation and evolution of market orientation both in service and manufacturing firms varying in size, TMT
heterogeneity, and competitive intensity of the industry. Although only from a customer-oriented aspect rather than a customer and competitor market-oriented standpoint, our results help confirm prior research stipulating that financial performance is positively associated with the interactions of customer orientation in larger vs. smaller firms as well as in manufacturing vs. service firms, and in firms with greater TMT heterogeneity.

Chapter 6: Limitations, Future Research, and Implications

6.1 Limitations

Our study is subject to several limitations involving our sample and constructs. Our sample has certain limitations inherent to the nature of our study: Our research setting spans many types of industries and firms and several of these firms may cease to exist during the time period that data was captured. In the following sections we also discuss important topics for future research as well as our research implications.

6.1.1 Sample-Related Limitations

One limitation may arise if firms are biased in their stated strategy as depicted in SEC filings. Firms may seek to gain legitimacy in terms of efficacy of products, competitive position, quality, and marketing capabilities (Higgins and Gulati 2003) when going public, and this could result in exaggerations made in SEC filings. Although this is a potential limitation, we did find a significant amount of variance in our data results.
Another limitation may arise from sampling firms from a wide variety of industries that may have dissimilar benchmarked performance levels. In such cases, performance based on stock returns may be non-comparable (Luo and Homburg 2008). This limitation is necessary due to the longitudinal nature of our study involving “new” IPOs as the number of such firms per year is extremely limited when assessed from a single industry.

Our method of eliminating firms from our sample firms that have gone to zero market value based on company failure (e.g., bankruptcy) could also place limitations on our study. Furthermore, we were unable to capture continued performance measures for mergers and acquisitions so this further compromised our sample.

6.1.2 Construct-Related Limitations

The constructs utilized for independent and depend variables are also subject to limitations. While previous research has suggested examining the relationship between market orientation and varying measures of business performance (Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Harris 2001), our study has contributed by using stock return. This could be a limitation because generally managers look to different varieties of objective performance measures to assess strategic effectiveness,

6.2 Future Research

Future research should address the sampling limitations of this study by conducting similar studies using varied samples (e.g., analysis of individual industries over longer time periods with a larger sample size). Another interesting topic for further research
would be to examine other types of statements involving the customer and competition in addition to the “action statements” used for the current study.

As previously mentioned, our sample was limited due to companies that had merged or had ceased to exist. Future research should attempt to assess these firms as “successful” or “unsuccessful” due to mergers and acquisitions or ceasing to exist. For example firms may be typically successful when merging or unsuccessful when ceasing to exist (going bankrupt) or a successful firm may decide to “go private” or an unsuccessful firm may be victim of a hostile takeover etc.

Additional research is needed to further examine the antecedents of market orientation (see Kirca, Jayachandran, and Bearden 2005) as separate predictors rather than in an aggregated fashion (see Lukas and Ferrell 2000). This would shed light on the previously discussed negative relationship we found with competitor orientation related to financial performance.

Construct-related limitations may also be addressed by conducting analyses with other objective performance measures such as ROA, as well as subjective measures such as customer value and satisfaction. Future research could also help determine which aspects of market orientation are most important. This may result in the establishment of weightings that could give managers information about how to best allocate resources toward market orientation. Another topic of interest for future research would be to add the dynamic of measuring the cost of formulating and implementing a market-oriented
strategy. Valuable insight may be gained as far as determining the optimum level of market orientation before diminishing returns are realized. Future studies should also examine the legitimacy of stated strategy in SEC filings.

6.3 Implications

Using longitudinal analysis to capture the dynamic nature of the market orientation formation and evolution, our results shows variation across time. This may help move research towards a foundation for a more general theory of market orientation related to firm performance. Our study advances the literature by combining secondary archival data from multiple industries and assessing the market orientation of top management as related to objective financial performance measures.

Our results support the notion that the expense of utilizing valuable resources for planning and implementation of market orientation pays off in terms of financial performance over time. However, this relationship is in need of further explanation through continued research involving multiple industries and methods of data collection about the actual costs of market orientation. Therefore, we have established a solid foundation for, but have not fully provided answers to our initial research questions.

Gebhardt, Carpenter, and Sherry (2006) provide managers with valuable research implications about creating and maintaining an evolving market orientation through cultural change involving organizational learning and intraorganizational power. Our
results contribute insight about additional areas of concern for managers involved in the dynamic process of market orientation throughout the firm. Specifically, managers of service firms should be aware that devoting resources such as time and money to creating and maintaining an evolving market orientation may provide diminished returns relative to those that may be realized by managers of manufacturing firms. Likewise, the same logic would be pertinent to managers of smaller firms than for larger firms, respectively.

Furthermore, top management’s strategy selection for implementing and maintaining an evolving market orientation should be mindful of the heterogeneity of the TMT during the hiring and promotion process. In line with other studies that support the main effect of TMT heterogeneity on performance (e.g., Barsade et al. 2000), our results provide evidence that TMT heterogeneity enhances the market orientation-performance relationship.

Our research suggests that failure to implement and evolve a market-oriented strategy may cause the firm to be less profitable and more vulnerable to competition. Therefore, a unique implication of our study is not only that firms should be conscious of market orientation at any given time, but also that they should use a strong customer orientation in their initial strategy as they prepare for an IPO.

Although a seemingly endless number of variables go into the outcome of stock price, it is good for managers to know that a strong customer orientation may well be worth the added expense in time and resources. Managers may utilize our results to build a case for
devoting resources to market orientation while considering moderators such as what size and type of firm they are operating as well the composition of their TMT. Managers should continue to be aware of how their customer oriented strategy evolves while paying attention to the amount of resources being devoted to strategic concerns. We have provided managers with another source of evidence that may be useful in the boardroom when budgets are allocated.
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